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THe BG news

Nixon chosen
by delegates
From The Wire Services
President Nixon was renominated
right on schedule Tuesday night by a
confident, enthusiastic Republican convention He plunged into his fifth campaign for national office this week in
pursuit of a life's dream-a landslide
Nixon is pitching his appeal to the
two big blocs of voters where polls give
Democratic rival George S McGovern
the edge-the blacks and the young
Tuesday activities began with Governor Nelson Rockefeller, often a Nixon
foe in the past and three times a candidate for the party s presidential
nomination, gave the principal
nominating speech
ROCKEFELLER'S SPEECH was
followed by 11 seconding speeches,
including three Democrats, a teenaged black girl from Nevada, a fired
Nixon administration Cabinet officer,
former Interior Secretary Walter
Hickel. a congressman, a senator, a
Vietnam veteran, women, and
astronaut Frank Borman
Rockefeller, in his speech, ran down
the list of Nixon Administration
accomplishments and programs the
vietnamization program, welfare reform, revenue-sharing, economy
management, and end to confrontation
in the streets and on the campuses
Although the words of the delegates
and speakers were different the message was the same "Nixon's the one "
Following the nominating speeches,
roll call of the states began Missouri
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This is the final issue of the BG News for
the summer session. The News will resume
publication in the fall with the freshman
issue Sept. 24.
During the summer we saw many things.
We witnessed the excitement, confusion
and. sometimes, boredom in the selection
of the Republican and Democratic
candidates for the presidency.
We saw the beginnings of an issue-filled
campaign
But we didn't see the longed-for end to
the war in Vietnam. While we complained
about the humidity. who-knows-hoW-many
POW's were confined in the humidity in the
prison camps in Southeast Asia.
On campus we saw the appointments of
new administrators who will have in their
hands part of the future of this University,
its goals and priorities.
The University has received thousands of
dollars in grants from outside organizations with which to expand facilities and
programs here.
If used wisely, the money can be used to
make higher education on this campus
more relevant and meaningful to the
student body.
Although the summer is coming to an
end, the events thai have taken place and
their results will be with us for many days
and maybe even years to come.
The summer staff of the BG News has
enjoyed publishing.
We like to think that the nine issues have
made us all more aware of the events that
are taking place and made Thursday
mornings a little more bearable.

cast the votes which once again put
Nixon up as the candidate for the Republican party.
AS GERALD FORD announced the
states tally. 1,347 votes for Nixon and
one opposing vote going to Pete
McCloskey from a New Mexico
delegate, the crowd began to cheer,
waving their arms, flags, signs, state
banners, chanting " four more years ''
Just a few minutes after he won the
nomination. Nixon appeared at a GOP
youth rally in a Miami stadium and
made a pitch for the youth vote
He predicted that he would win the
youth vote in November saying.
"We've got just as good a shot (the
youth vote) as the other side "
At the convention hall delegates
watched Nixon's appearance before the
young on huge television screens.
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THE DELEGATES previously nominated Nixon and accepted his platform
defending present Vietnam policies denouncing marijuana, racial busing and
gun controls and amended only to
speak more clearly on behalf of the
self-determination rights of American
Indians
Earlier in the night state troopers,
assisted by marine patrol officers .
arrested 210 anti-Nixon demonstrators
near the Convention Hall.
Demonstrators intended to blockade
streets and possible hotel lobbies to
prevent delegates from getting to the
Convention Hall
>«Wipo#l« Wf WV| HUJH**

Sowle rejects tuition proposa
Ohio University President Claude R
Sowle August 11 issued a critical point
analysis of the recently proposed Milieu Plan for financing higher education
in Ohio and offered a counter proposal
aimed at holding tuition charges at
levels which lower and middle income
students can afford.
Sowle criticized the financing plan,
announced last June by former Chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents,
John D. Millett. in both its specific proposals and the reasoning behind them.
The Millett proposal calls for reducing tuition at two-year campuses by 29
per cent and increasing tuition at fouryear campuses by 90 per cent
The plan also calls for a new state
loan fund which would permit students
on four-year campuses to borrow-at
commercial rates-in order to meet the
90 per cent tuition increase.

Richard M. Nixon

Millett has contended that although
Ohio taxpayers in the past have Deen
willing to support four years of "fairprice" public higher education, they
will not be willing to do so in the future
because of increased costs resulting
from inflation and greater number of
students.

Since the public, according to Millett. will abandon comprehensive,
"fair-price" education, the slate
should offer instead "fair-price"
education for only two years and only
at two year institutions
Sowle, in contesting the reasoning
behind the Millett plan, emphasized the
demonstrated willingness of Ohio taxpayers in the past to support public
higher education.
"This commitment is based on the
belief that educated men and women
are essential to the advancement of society, and that the state therefore receives a full return on its investment in
higher education, he said
MILLET'S CLAIM that Ohio taxpayers
will not be willing to provide the
greater income needed was challenged
by Sowle He noted that of Ohio's 10
million citizens, "well over half have a
stake in higher education, past, present, or future."
"This large group is interested in the
plight of higher education and should
be receptive to the concept that Ohio's
record of state support should be improved rather than eroded further," he
said

Voting choices shared
With the Presidential election less
than three months away student opinions as to who would be the best man
are numerous and varied on this campus
Glenna Griffin, sophomore (Ed I
said she wasn't sure who she would
vote for. but most likely it would be
Nixon As of yet I haven't seen any
proof McGovern's policies are strong
enough to vote for him
"I've also been told that a lot of his
ideas are socialistic as opposed to
American democratic ideas." she said
"It's not that I favor Nixon so much
it's just that I don't understand what

Gloria McGory

McGovern's plans would mean. For example. I don't understand his economic
issues and until I do I don't feel like
voting for a radical change." said Griffin.
Jeff Kelty. junior iB.A.t. said that
although he wasn't registered yet he
would most definitely vote for McGovern "I consider Nixon a virtual war
criminal because you can't bomb people into giving up our prisoners of war.
1 don't think he's really serious about
getting us out of the war either." he
said
"McGovern. on the other hand, is for
getting out now which is the only way
to end it I don't know a great deal about Shriver. but he'd be a lot better
than Agnew --1 already know that Agnew'sa fool." said Kelty.
Norma Woods, junior (Ed), is not
openly supporting anyone. "However,
I'm definitely not supporting Nixon,"
she said. "His tactics in withdrawing
troops from Vietnam remind me of a
little kid pushing food around on his
plate that he doesn't want to eat - it's
still there but he doesn't want it to look
so obvious.
Sheila Campbell, junior (A&S). said
she would support Nixon. "I was really
disgusted with the way the Democratic
Convention was run. I don't think that
Nixon is that dumb, and he hasn't done
that bad of a job in the last four years."
she said.

Campbell was particularly in favor
of Nixon's foreign policy. "I think he's
made a good attempt to unite the world
through his trips to China and Russia,
although I do wish he'd come out in
favor of abortion.
"I think his chances of winning are
pretty damn good Since it's not going
to be much of a contest. I might as well
vote for a winner." said Campbell.
Another student supporting Nixon is
Gloria McGory, senior (Ed). "I was
previously for McGovern, but there's
been so much controversy with Eagleton that I decided to stick with a conservative Nixon," she said.

K.n Mkholik

Millett's contention that students desiring three, or more years of public
higher education should be required to
assume most of the cost themselves
was flatly rejected by Sowle.
"Public higher education in a democracy should be moving in exactlv the
opposite direction." he said.
Sowle pointed out that the cost to
students desiring to complete all four
years at four-year institution under the
Millett Plan would be phenomenal
"What now costs $2,500 would cost
f4.8D0.an increase of 90 per cent." he
said
THE IMPACT of the Millett Plan
upon taxpayers also was questioned by
Sowle. Rather than stabilizing state expenditures for higher education, he
argued that the plan would cause expenditures to increase.
The Millett assumption that two-year
institutions would become comprehensive "half-way houses" for students
planning to move on to four-year institui'ons would require the two-year
campuses to establish new programs,
hire additional faculty, buy more
sophisticated equipment and expand
libraries.
This process of duplicating at twoyear campuses much of what already
exists at tour-year institutions would
be "extremely costly," Sowle said.
Sowle also challenged the Millett expectation that existing two-year campuses will be able to absorb most of the
170,000 additional students who expect
to enroll at Ohio's public institutions
during the 1970s
BECAUSE MANY of the stale's twoyear institutions already are operating
at or near capacity, the Millett Plan
would require "monumental building'
programs at those instutitions while
i physical facilities at four-year
campuses would be seriously underutilized" due to enrollment losses
caused by the 90 per cent tuition increase Millett proposed. Sowle said.
Convinced that the Millett Plan
would result in a serious loss of freshman and sophomore students on the
four-year campuses, Sowle stated that
either costly special state subsidies
would be required or drastic cuts in
programs and personnel would have to
be undertaken at the four-year institutions.
If the cuts are to be followed by later
reinstitution of programs and hiring of
new personnel, this would be "both
wasteful and cruel," be says.
In presenting his plan, Millett also
contended that narrowing the cost gap
between private colleges and public
universities would result in private
schools attracting more students,
thereby regaining financial stability.
Sowle acknowledged the role played

by private higher education but said he
is unwilling "to jettison the concept of
fair-price public higher education in
order to bail out the private institution
and encourage their continued marketing of a highcost exclusive product
unfettered by either the responsibilities or controls imposed upon Ohio's
public institutions.
TO REPLACE the Millett plan,
Sowle outlined a plan of action to
improve higher education in Ohio
without resorting to "outrageously
high" instructional charges.
-He called for the Board of Regents,
university administrators and faculties, students, parents and interested
citizens to launch a concentrated drive
to make a case for augmented public
support of higher education without
high increases in taxation rates.
-Ke suggested a realignment of pho-

nies within the state budget or the
inauguration of a state lottery.
-He suggested allowing individual
institutions to establish flexible schedules of instructional charges with fees
graduated "according to level of family income, according to the level of
instruction, or even according to the
particular field of study involved."
He suggested the cost of reduction,
measures oi accelerating programs, including the possible adoption of a
three-year bachelor's degree program.
Sowle said only after past promises
and future commitments are studied
can solution be reached "which will be
fair to taxpayers and students alike."
He said the Millett Plan is wrong.
The State of Ohio should strengthen
rather than dilute its commitment to
public higher education because no investment of State funds "pays richer,
more enduring dividends," he said.

Millett Plan
Shortly before his retirement earlier this summer as Chancellor of
the Ohio Board of Regents. Dr. John
D. Millett left citizens of Ohio with a
plan for the financing of higher
education in the state.
The plan proposed by the former
Chancellor is far-reaching and. if
adopted, would have a profound effect upon higher education in Ohio
This is what Dr Millett proposes

port, the comprehensive
fairprice" education will have to be
abandoned In its place the state
should offer "fair-price" education
lor only two years and only at two
year institutions
Students desiring three or more
years of public higher education
should be required to assume most
of the cost themselves through the
payment of fees not substantially
lower than those charged at Ohio's
-REDUCE TUITION at Ohio s private institutions
two-year campuses by 29 per cent
-If a significant narrowing of the
and increase tuition at the four-year gap between public and private incampuses by 90 per cent
stitutions is achieved. Ohio's pri-establish a new state loan fund vate schools will attract more studand permit students at four-year ents and thus regain fnancial stabilcampuses to borrow from it in order ity
to meet the 90 per cent increase in
Those who oppose the Millett Plan
their tuition He would also continue say. among other things, that it is a
the state's existing instructional rehashing of phase il of the Ohio
grants program for students from Plan that Governor Gilligan prolow-income families.
posed in March 1971.
This is the reasoning behind Dr
Under the Ohio Plan, individuals
Millett's Plan:
who attended publicly-supported
-In the past, the taxpayers ol four-year schools would have been
Ohio have demonstrated a willing- required, following completion of
ness to offer high school graduates their studies, to repay Ohio for its
four or more years of higher educa- contribution to their education.
tion at a fair price
Both the Millett Plan and the forBut as inflation continues to take mer Ohio Plan attempt to take some
its toll and increasing numbers of strain off four-year education and at
students arrive on the campuses, the same time ask young people to
higher education will need more take a hard look at two-year prosources for greater income.
grams, according to a news release
The Ohio Plan formerly as does
-THE TAXPAYERS of Ohio will the Millett Plan today attempts to
not be willing to provide the greater provide extra incentive to students
income that will be needed.
to attend private schools in the
-Because of lack of taxpayer sup- state
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need feeling of direction

nixon

Tuesday night Richard M. Nixon was nominated to run again
for the presidency of the United States.
Nixon worshippers are pointing to his removal of combat
ground troops from Vietnam and predicting an end to the conflict
and return of POW's as the great achievements of his administration.
But the talk on the other side of the ticket indicates that had
the President offered two years ago terms as lenient as he is now
offering the war in Vietnam would already be over.
Although the President has reduced ground troops in Southeast
Asia, the air and sea wars have been stepped-up. The mining and
bombing continue.
Forty-three thousand American support troops, air crewmen
and advisors in Vietnam and 100.000 men elsewhere in Southeast
Asia will remain. The war is not over until all of these men are
home.
The war is not over until the mining and bombing stops; until
the people of Southeast Asia are left in peace.
Should President Nixon pull peace out of his bag of campaign
strategy just prior to the elections in November, he would be
committing a cruel and unforgivable campaign tactic.
The 20,000 Americans and countless number of Asians who
have died since Richard Nixon took office and the POW's and
troops still remaining in Vietnam must not be pawns in his
political game of re-election.

millett plan
Prior to his retirement as Chancellor of the Board of Regents,
Dr. John D. Millett proposed a plan for financing Uhio higher
education.
He proposed a 29 per cent tuition deduction for Ohio's twoyear schools and a 90 per cent tuition increase at the four-year
schools.
This 90 per cent increase would raise the cost of a four-year
education from (2,500 to the phenonmenally high price of $4,800.
According to Millett, this plan will induce students to attend
two-year institutions, which will help stabalize floundering
private schools.
His plan is excellent for those with a two-year education in
mind.
However, his plan is outrageous for anyone desiring a fouryear education.
The Millet Plan discriminates against those individuals who
would be unable to afford the increased cost and who may by
unable to receive financial assistance.
Millett's plan must not be adopted. The cost of higher
education is already too great. It must not become any greater.

hoots on pollution
Woodsy Owl, national symbol fur a
quality environment, is making his
final appearance in the summer BG
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News with some pointers on avoiding
and slopping pollution
i - Organic materials (like cooking
fall clog plumbing and septic tanks,
causing sewage overflow. Put them in
yourgarbagepail.notyoursink.
2 - A littered picnic area is spoiled for
everyone. Dispose of your trash properly and pick up discards left by others
3 - DON'T sound your horn unless
safety dictates Keep your muffler and
tailpipe repaired. This will help reduce
noise pollution.
4 -- Keep beaches, parks and roadsides clean. Urge your friends to do the
same
5 -- Place small pieces of leftover
soap in a piece of discarded nylon hose
give it to a child (o bubble up his bath.
This uses up bits o( soap, recycles the
piece of nylon hose and cleans the
younger generation, all at the same
time
6 -- Teach your children a reverence
for life: inspire them with a knowledge
of Nature. This will motivate them to
work for and demand a cleaner environment throughout their lives.
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Dear Tom.

So many incredible things have been
happening When I got back from
camping with you in Canada there
were seven letters waiting for me. The
University wrote to me about my parking tickets.
I went to Student Court about it yesterday, but no one was there I left a
note to tell them I can't see how the
hell they get off telling me where I'm
supposed to park when they aren't
where they're supposed to be, either
I got another ticket this afternoon. I
went to the Union to cash a check, and
when I got back to the car there was a
ticket under the wiper.
It said. "You have parked in a designated parking lot. Please understand
that this parking space is valuable. Put
three dollars in the envelope and mail
it to the above address.'' I was one of 3
cars in the parking lot at the time.
I REALIZE THAT if meter maids
had to evaluate situations and write
tickets on the basis of that, somebody
would have to pay them twice as much
I also realize that the same is true for
professors, hall directors and R A s
I had a great time camping with you
and Mike and Rae Marie. Coming back
I kept hoping that the highway would
never end-or at least, not end here.
You seem so far away now-or am I far
away? Anyway one of us is not here.
You could only improve on this
place, baby. I don't really know whether it is that you're not here or that
there's something else missing. I
know, though, that some days, I feel
like everything inside has died.
Heart, liver, stomach, etc. turns
green and rots. I look in the mirror and
see my damned big smile and my turned up nose and I can't imagine going
through life with a smile and turned up
nose, and no liver and no heart
Because of not paying my parking
tickets my grades have been frozen.
Ruining my academic career has been
the most constructive thing I've been
able to accomplish this summer.
I AM ANXIOUS to come home to
you. I feel so much easier now that we
have REALISTICALLY talked about
the problems involved in living together.
The hardest thing will be dealing
with money, legal and parental problems
Both of us realize that just as we
can't rush into this sort of thing, it
doesn't make much sense to rush out of
a home together, either. That doesn't
mean there's no way out, but it means
realizing that there's no easy way out.
Both of us know what we want to do.
You have to know what you want to do.
I have to know what I want to do. You
have to know what I want to do. I have
to know what you want to do. We have
to have a feeling of DIRECTION.
If you want to be a lawn mower re
pairman, that's fine, but you don't need
me. The only way I'd be able to help
you with your work is by cooking and
cleaning your house That's not enough
for me.
But. if you want to be a mathematical genius. I can sharpen your pencils
for you, too. And you can still fix lawn
mowers in your spare time It would be

not author
Mary Wey's interesting article in the
August 17 BG NEWS on Michael Marsden's lecture on Westerns listed me as
the author of Marsden's talk
Whereas Mike and I have taught a
course together on the Western, and
whereas we have exchanged many of our
ideas on Westerns, and whereas I'd very
much like to receive credit as author ot
his excellent presentation. I'm afraid,
pardners. that during his lecture, there
ain't room enough at the podium fer the
both of us.
I'm hittin the saddle and clearin out.
Mr Marsden is the sole author of his lecture and. unfortunately, deserves all the
credit for the success
Jack Nachbar
English Department
Teaching Fellow

megovern

Business itaff

advertising salesman
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Headquarters for McGovern for President, located at 115 W Oak St in the old
American Cancer Society Building, are
open and looking for volunteers
Jamie Galbraith. district coordinator
for the campaign, said the office will be
open seven days a week, from 9 a.m. • 7
p.m.
He is presently looking for volunteers
to help with voter registration. The
phone number is 352-6186

fun. though, if we are teachers and
start our own school.
We realize that we will have to have
the same idea of what a home is. That
is, where it will be. what to do about
children, how we will make decisions,
how we will handle money problems
FOR INSTANCE, one of the most
important things to me about a home is
that, it's a place to bring people to I
want all our friends to be free in our
home and not intimidated by each other's freedom
I realize that our friends won't be
tree in a home created by us for them
(their parents tried that one-it doesn't
work so well) We must make a home
for ourselves, that we feel free in and
our freedom will make a home for our
friends.
We know that the biggest thing we've
got going for us is that we love each
other X per cent (Somedays X per
cent I X can't be defined Defining our
love would be confining it to limits.
A home must be an equation worked
out a different way every day You get
X on one side, and the other stuff on the
other side-then you use X to solve the
equation.
Maybe it will work out for us. someday it will work out for the world.
REALISTICALLY the procedure will
be the same
1' "The hardest thing'' will be dealing with economic, legislative, and traditional hassles
2. We will have to realize the immensity of the undertaking, and that
"there's no easy way out" once it's undertaken
S. "WE MUST HAVE a feeling of
direction" and give each other
"enough" of the things each wants
4 We must recognize a common
goal-the regrouping of the world into
one group- and that we won't get there
by "intimidating" one another
5 It will lake X per cent of love and
understanding.

Sometimes I wonder if the world will
ever be able to live together. All you
and I have to do is wait.
But as a world, we will have to wait,
die and then wait some more, before it
will be possible for the world to be a
home. While we're standing around, we
can change some things, though.
It's not realistic to think that everything must change before anything can.
Neither is it realistic to believe that by
changing the philosophy of something,
we are changing the form.
Toying with the reasoning that made
the fact is simply rationalizing a bad
move The reasons for being in Vietnam are changing everyday We are
saving the world from communism.
We are protecting the self-image of
the country. We are saving ourselves
from economic collapse But while
political philosophers haggle over reasoning our way out of Asia, the FACT is
that people are being killed.
WHAT'S HAPPENING now is that
blacks are experimenting with the
PHILOSOPHY of being black Whites
are experimenting with the PHILOSOPHY of being white among blacks
Hell, even women are experimenting
with the PHILOSOPHY of being a
woman
This is splintering freedom into power, until like the word "love" it no longer has a meaning l If being a liberated
woman doesn't keep you out of the
back of Mississippi buses, of what
Christly good is it?) Maybe we will
someday come together, and freedom
will be a fact, and not just a philosophy
Race is a big deal here on campus-it
is the first thing on everybody's mind
and the last thing they'll talk about.
It's a shame-I've always thought that
seeing that there's a dead horse in the
middle of the road was the first step in
getting the damn thing out of the way.
Both blacks and whites have been
walking AROUND race issues for so

long, that the few original minds that
have thought about moving the thing
haven't had the help of enough people
to pull it out of the way.
I wrote an article a couple of weeks
ago and made the distinction between
blacks, whites and colored people. Lots
of blacks thought I was calling them.
ONLY THEM, colored people I used
the term "colored people" to mean the
people of both races that are selfish
and destructive
LATER IN THE article I said.
"Look-we're all colored people Nobody's "jet" black or "Elmer's glue"
white-and hell, we are all selfish and
destructive Few people made it past
the first three paragraphs, though
I asked Bill Pitts what I could do to
set straight my relations with blacks
here We talked about it for two hours
Our temporary conclusion was - not a
thing Bill dug what 1 was trying to say
but couldn't understand how anybody
could be so dumb as to use those terms
I agree
Bill is the easiest guy I've rapped
with for quite a while Perfectly consistant within himself, and honest as
hell with me. he is a godsend to people
like me who are. to say the least, confused by what's happening
Last night, two black dudes came up
to "see what you looked like and how
you tick."
"Well, friends. I look white and I tick
white I can see the difference between
me and vou. but I don't think the difference makes any difference to the
things we have in common That is. the
time we mark together, and the ability
to tick i think) at all "
They looked at me like I'd just said
that drinking water causes cancer I
guess nobody ever told them that that
way before. Now the deal is to get
them to go out and tell our black and
white brothers and sisters
Pat Luedy
822 Oifenhauer B

Olympic group therapy
"Silly! Why should any nation spend
money to send all those sports idiots to
the Munich Olympics," remarked a
friend of mine over an argument.
Should we look at the Summer Olympics just as an exciting event, a ruthless competition, an extravagant adventure or as a purposeful venture?
Take your choice, but I believe the
Olympics is a microcosm that mirrors
a host of human behaviors- among
them love and hate, victory and defeat
It shows man's physical struggle to
over-come his natural handicaps, to
beat the clock and to try to do the impossible.
The struggle is better manifested in
the achievement of one athlete through
breaking the time record of another
The record breaking taken as indicator,
gives a hint to the physical progress
and development of man

mane than understanding other peoples, their values, even their weaknesses Here, the heart of the matter is
not the gold medal, but the cultural
benefit that eminates from the interaction for the medal.
On the other hand, the Olympics, I
believe, could be designed as a means
to solve persistant problems of our
time • bloody wars and conflicts.
If. as some thinkers assume, man by
nature is a war monger, we may possibly rechannel those aggressive behaviors from contesting with live guns
to playing with toys in the Olympics.
Furthermore, the Olympics should
be looked at as some sort of group therapy - the winner and the looser share a
lot of human emotions, both depart
with no grudges, both desire to win the
next contest and above all both accept
defeat and victory with dignity

BEYOND THE physical is the cultural development. Aside from the formal and informal international conferences and seminars, the Summer
Olympics is one of the very few activities that brings our world into harmony.
Though temporary, every four years
the Olympics coaches the world to
break the walls of isolation and regionalism, and move into the realms of
universality

HUMAN DIGNITY, as I understand
it, is what society at large lacks - one
individual is recognized over the other
not because that is the way but racism
desires it so.
The Summer Olympics 1972, reflects
this human dilemma and hypocrisy.
The admission of White Supremacist
Rhodesia to the Olympics contains and
displays this double standard.
It recognizes the equality of

It exposes one society to the other
through the agency of competing athletes As much as the individual athlete
is expected to win as many gold medals
as possible, he is also expected to
responsibly socialize, exchange views
and opinions with other nationals and
bring home at least a functional knowledge of other cultures
Nothing is more purposeful and hu-

Teshome Teklu
c o International Center

asks for letters
I am writing you in regards to an ad I
would like to have put in your campus
news if at all possible.
I had just come home from Vietnam
before I got sent here, for cashing a bad
check
I would like to correspond with a worn

composition winner
Richard Cioffan. assistant professor
of the University's performance studies,
has been named co-winner of the Roth
Prize in the National School Orchestra
Association's (NSOA) composition competition contest
He wrote a piano version of his winning work. "Nocturne for Orchestra," in
1964 while a student at the University of
Michigan, although the work was not
orchestrated and performed until 1972.
Composition entries were screened by
an NSOA committee before being judged
at the Association's annual summer conference. A second committee, which included composers Merle Isaac, heard
the compositions played by the conference orchestra and selected the first
prize winners.

Rhodesian Africans only in Munich and
relegates them to inequality at home
This act of admission by the International Olympics Committee is certainly
a challenge to the United Nations and a
mockery to international law. If nations are not to observe the laws they
make for the United Nations, the organization can not grow beyond a
social club.
Put another way. the withdrawal of
some African nations from the Olympics due to Rhodesia's presence is a
legitimate action
It is a healthy action that indicates
the willingness of some few nations to
observe the UN. sanction against the
rebel regime in Rhodesia.
The African boycott at Munich, unless a mediocre social psychologist
labels it as a behavior of aggression
and frustration, is a peaceful way of
fighting racism. It is a search for justice and human dignity.
If justice, then, is to survive as a
means to human dignity, it should survive for all mankind, independent of
race and color. And if racism is injustice, it should therefore be fought
wherever it exists, even if it means in
Munich. Germany

CIOFFARI. a native of Detroit, joined
the Bowling Green faculty in 1967. He is
assistant conductor of the University
orchestras, resident string bassist and
coach accompanist for opera productions and recitals.
He received his bachelor and master
of music degrees from the University of
Michigan, and has played principal bass
with the North Carolina Symphony, as
well as having served as assistant conductor of the Oberlin Music Theatre and
musical director of the Huron Playhouse
He is presently engaged in expanding
the repertory for certain neglected instruments, and is also writing a sonata
for bassoon and piano.

an if someone there would like to correspond with me. I was only home two
months. I did not know anyone nor am I
married
SO I DO not have anyone to correspond
with. I would very much like to correspond with a young girl who is in college
if possible
My name is Allen Randolph I am 25
years old. 5-9" tall with light brown hair
and blue eyes
I was bom in Florida After I left
school 1 went into the Marines I spent a
year in France and two years in Vietnam.
I will be paroled in October and will be
living in Cleveland. Ohio I will be working for IBM. Inc. as a computer servicing man.
I love swimming, and racing. I also
like water skiing and another sport I like
is high diving.
I hope that you will be able to help me
as I do not know anyone there at Bowling
Green. I hope you will answer me as
soon as possible Your time and effort
will be deeply appreciated.
Allen Randolph 131517.
Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302
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Food store strike ends
after six-week struggle

H«rr Theobald Maske (Steve Can) and hit
»pinit»r-in-facr-but-not-in-«pifit
neighbor,
Fraulein D«ut«r (Gloria Shanti) examine lh»
notorious bloomers which Mt off the plot
complication* in "Tho Bloomers" by Cod
Sternhoim.

'Bloomers' opens
The University's summer
theater will present the last
of its campus shows. "The
Bloomers, a crazy German
farce." from August 24 - 26.
Set in Berlin just after the
turn of the century. "The
Bloomers'" is a domestic
comedy, involving Theobold
Maske. the bull-headed ruler
of the household, his naive
and easily intimidated wife
I.ins,' and the two impassioned men who rent rooms
in the Maske apartment in
order to seduce her
Both men. a wheezy young
barber and a wildly "romantic" baron, caught
a
glimpse
of
Luise's
bloomers when they fell
down as she watched the
Kaiser ride by in a parade
Both are determined to win
her
AUTHOR

CARL

Stern-

he un
wrote
"The
Bloomers" as the first of
many portraits of middleclass life in Berlin before
World War I
Director Roger Gross said
of "The Bloomers." "this
show has been more fun to
stage than anything I've
worked on in years You
don't often find this wonder
ful blend of sharp satire and
plain silliness
Women's
liberation advocates will be
delighted by Carl Sternheim's portrait of domestic
tyranny and its unexpected
effect on wives."
Tickets for the performances are available at the
Joe E Brown Theatre be
tween 9 and 10 a.m. and .1
and 5 p.m and from 7 p.m
the nights of the show The
theatre box office phone is
372-2719 Curtain time is 8

p.m

Things are back to normal
at the AtP Pood Store on
South Main Street following
a six-week strike which
ended last Thursday according to Clay Reed, manager
of the store.
Although full terms of the
settlement haven't been disclosed. Reed said that apparently all of the differences have been resolved
"Until that information is
actually released to all the
stores from the Toledo division, we have no authority to
release it. I can tell you.
however, that everyone is
now back to work." said
Reed
The strike, which originated in the Toledo division
and affected nearly 40
stores, was caused by what
the union called a lack of job
security The union felt that
outsiders were taking away
jobs which could have been
filled by company employees

THE BOWLING Green
store was one of seven which
had remained open throughout the entire strike.
"I'd say relations are back
to normal." said Reed
"We're not having any type
of running feud here You
win a few. you lose a few.
but once you sign something
you agree to the rules.
"I think that the majority
of people, once something is
put down in black and white
on paper, treat it in a mature and adult manner." he
said
Concerning the effect of
the strike. Reed admitted
that it had hurt his business
"Anytime you have a strike,
to a certain degree it takes a
while to bring business back
But. it's come back very
rapidly and far better than
what 1 thought it would." he
said
Jim Jacobs, union
steward, agreed that rela-

IMPORTS INN
IMPORTED CAR SPECIALISTS
Foreign

Repair

Proas the Wire Service

tions were back to normal
but that the union hadn't gotten what they wanted
"There were two or three
things that they wouldn't go
along with. One of them was
the outsiders filling our
racks. We were also forced
to accept a two-year contract," said Jacobs
Although the strike was
successful in cutting business down to 10 per cent,
labor was forced back to
work because after six
weeks everyone was just
about broke " said Jacobs
Our strike fund was also at
a minimum level which was
another reason the men
went back to work "

Women from Maine to
California will march and
rally Saturday to celebrate
the 52nd anniversary of the
day they won the vote and to
urge adoption of another
constitutional
amendment
further guaranteeing the
rights of females.
"By now. everyone knows
that the movement is here to
stay," said feminist Gloria
Steinem

Women
It was on Aug 26. 1920 that
the state completed ratification of the Hth amendment
to the constitution- the one
giving women the right to
vote
Feminists have
asked
governors and mayors to declare Aug. 26 Women's
Rights Day

Bond named head
of western campus
Dr James G Bond, professor of psychology and
former vice president of student affairs at the University, is the new president of
California State University
at Sacramento
Dr Bond, the first black
to be elected president of a
major western university,
was selected to the position
August 14 by the board of
trustees of the California
State University system
He has been on leave from
Bowling Green since March,
serving as director of special projects for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities in
Washington. DC Prior to
that, Dr Bond served as
vice president of student
affairs

California State University at Sacramento is one of
19 colleges and universities
in the California system. A
general liberal arts
institution it has an enrollment of 17.000 students and
■00 full-time faculty.

Dr. James tend

CASH

CASK

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS

Phone 352-5518
M.NOR"AND MAJOR REPAIRS
We will pick up and deliver
your car at no extra charge

■RING EM TO:

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE

Don't get ripped oil
come out or call us at...

13284 Bishop Road
Bowling Green, Ohio
-Turn left off North Dixie Highway

^»

530 E. W00STER ST.
SIX ALSO PAYS TOP WHOLESALE PUCES ON NARIETAILE
TEXTS NO LONGER USED AT I.6.S.U.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

WAYNE APARTMENTS
HAS DONE IT AGAIN!
Are you having a problem with your rent budget? If so, please contact Mike or Gayle Whitacre, our resident managers tor Wayne Apartments at the Brentwood, located at 724 Sixth
Street, Apartment No 4. for fall leasing information We will actually give you a rent credit
for earning good grades. That's right! You can
reduce your monthly rental charge by showing
us evidence of above average grades If you are
interested

Call 352-5657 or 352-3595
for an appointment.
We have 9 and 12 month leases available

Call us, you'll like us.

CRAZY
NATURE

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;

• One and One Half Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting

pAT/"^LjpC Patching together your favorite naturer/AIV^llLO color* it the way to go this Fall Crepe

Bargain Hunting?

"Mart Book* For Your Money-More Monty For Your Books"

sole* and heels look super ... add ring to
your walk! Choose from many color
combos

Come out to Greenview Apartments and
lease a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment on a 3
quarter lease at

• Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal
• FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE
• Central Heating and Airconditioning
• Gas Range & Oven
• Patio Gas Grills
• INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!
Rental Agent - Suite 67

• 1 and 2 Br. Apts.

741 HIGH St.

' 9 and 12 Mo. Leases

352-6248

' Pool. Rec. and Laundry Rooms
* Ox Roast
' Serious, but Swinging Management

Furnished Two Bedroom Suites
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants

Get your Greenview T-Shirts while
they last

Special for Summer Students
Full Summer Occupancy only $125/month

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS
214
Napoleon

Spccia/
Summer
Rates now
in effect.
CaU 352-1195 Love Thy

Special Lease Terms Available
Road

12 to 8 daily
Igkbor

IXKTS
800TI8?
STADIUM PLAZA

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers
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Movie stars affect American people
By Kay Wee*

The "star system' of the
early movie Industry symbolized dreams of
the
American people and represented a new mythology
created to fulfill the needs of
a people cut off from their
cultural past.

Jack Nachbar, in a slide
and tape lecture presented
August 9. entitled "They
Had Paces Then," discussed
the star system and the effect it had on the American
people Nachbar is a teaching fellow in the English Department and an editor of
the
Journal
of
Popular
Films

Haven House Apts.
1515E. Wooster
NOW ACCEPTING LEASES FOR

that
and
tion
that
said

Nachbar said the title for
the lecture came from a
comment made by Gloria
Swanson in the movie, "Sunset
Boulevard'.
Swanson
played a has-been movie
star who. while watching
one of her old movies, said.
"We had faces then "
In that same picture,
someone said to Swanson
"You were big then." She
replied, "I'm still big. It's
the pictures that have gotten
smaller."
"It is the faces with the
power to build and support
such mighty theatres (like
the Roxy in New York city

held over 6,200 people)
to command the attenof such huge audiences
I talk about," Nachbar

million people went to the
movie* weekly during the
peak of the "star system "
The stars and the movies
were their main connection
with the national culture.
"Movie stars are the reason Americans have traditionally gone to motion pictures. In their stars, audiences discover a fusion of
dream-self and Olympian
god. In the strength of a
star's appeal can therefore
be found the collective beliefs, values and wishes of
America," he said.
"It has become a critical
cliche' to consider Hollywood movies "dreams." But
despite
its
overuse,
"dreams" is a revealing
analogy to movies for showing one of the appeals of
stars." he said.
Nachbar said going to a
movie itself was like going
to sleep The seats are padded like a bed, the darkness
allows only shadows to be
seen and it's quiet except for
the screen, he said.
Experiencing the movie is
like a dream, according, tu
Nachbar, because the large
screen, like a dream, envelopes the consciousness of
the audience

"FOR MILLIONS of poor,
many of whom were recent
immigrants, in the beginning o( the twentieth century, movies and silent
movies were the only kind of
entertainment they could afford," Nachbar said. "Stars
became the national heroes
and heroines equivalent to
mythical gods and goddesses."
Nachbar said nearly 90

FOUR MAN GROUPS
Now Leasing

- NEW APARTMENTS
- SELF CLEANING OVENS
- SELF DEFROSTING REFRIGERATOR
- INDOOR POOL PRIVILEGES
- CABLE VISION
- ONE AND A HALF BATHS
-2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
- DESKS IN ROOMS
-BOOK SHELVES IN BE0R00M
-OFF STREET PARKING
-CIRCULAR DRIVEWAY

Village Green Apts.
Lehmann and Enterprise Sts.

•Large 1 & 2 bedroom apartments
starting at $135 per month

THESE APT. ARE ADJOINING
THE CAMPUS AT
$60 PER MONTH/PER/PERSON

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
352-9378 or 352-7444
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE • Sl.M - l.ll.'S REQUIRED!
SUNDAY - OPENING Til. 3 P.M. - ADULTS SI M

discount
subleasing

• 9 & 12 month leases
on 12 month lease -

• separate leases for each resident
• drapes furnished
• large swimming pool and
recreation room
• dishwashers
• separate building
graduates

for married

and

FOR INFORMATION SEE
MRS. KAHL APT. f 18
OR PHONE 352-6167 AFTER 12

Air Conditioned Eor Your Comfort

HELD OVER — 2nd GREAT WEEK!
Now — Eva. 7. 9:30 — Sat It Sun.

2, 4:30. 7, 9:30

[3301300

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR

Mi c ondftlonrd For Yovr Comfort
SUNDAY - OPENING Til.:! P.M.

—Judith Ciisl. Now York Magazine

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE
Now

ftTAMI
KUBRICKS

Eva.

7:20 only

NACHBAR

SAID

the

theatres were like temples
to the star gods and goddesses The admission was a
ritual sacrifice The interior
of the movie palaces were
gaudy with pagan splender
and sometimes pagan idols.
He said buying popcorn
was a sort of communion
and the usher-priest led the
"worshippers'" inside to the
"holy of holies" and the film
ritual.
He said the ritual movie
ceremony was like a worship service First came the
no smoking signs, followed
by the comedy cartoon, the
preview, and uie short Then
came the feature credits and
the long shots. Finally came
the close-ups of the stars
that the audience had come
to "worship"
"The close-ups established
the stars as larger than life,
the size of gods and goddesses They had eyes four
feet in circumference, 18foot faces and
"sensual
smiling lips wide enough to
swallow us whole,"' he said.
Nachbar said Apollo, the
god of judgement and wisdom was represented by

Spencer Tracy as Father
Flanigan in "Boy's Town" in
1938. The fun-loving satyrs
were represented by the
Marx Brothers and the
Crosby
and
Hope
road
movies. Douglas Fairbanks
was the mythical athlete
"Death and rebirth are
seen in a star appearing a
gain in movie after movie."'
Nachbar said, citing the example of John Wayne dying
in one western only to appear "hale and hearty"' in a
new movie six months later

Closing summer
concert presented

Hudson, Bogey l"l never
met a woman a slap in the
kisser couldn't fix' i and
John Gilbert, he said
The two greatest, however, according to Nachbar
were Rudolph Valentino and
Clark Gable During Valentino's five year career 11921261. he inspired fanatical
devotion. I'e had eyes that
undressed and hands with an
electric touch,"' Nachbar
said
Gable was known as "the
king" for 40 years 'r.'e was
the most potent man in the
world for over a generation." he said

FERTILITY was apparent
in the love goddesses, the
modern Aphrodites, such as
Theda Bara as a vamp in "A
Fool There Was" in 1914,
and Mae West in the 30s,
Nachbar said.
Jean Harlow. Rita Hayworui and Marilyn Monroe
all fell into this kind of category
The love god. similar to
Dionysus, god of fertility,
was symbolised in Rock

"Stars created rainbows
for us then and the belief
that fulfillment, joy and real
pots of gold were at the end
of it." Nachbar said
Their
own wonderful lines and the
exciting roles they played on
the screen were hard testimony that the pot of gold at
the heart of the American
dream was real."
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Pictured n Gloria Swanion ot the raxing
of the Roxy Theatre in New York City in
I960. The theatre,

THEATRE

WINNER N Y FILM CRITICS AWARDS
The best film of the year. It Is In his
total vision that Kubrick's mastery
of every phase of his art is displayed in bravura style.

THE SETS ol the movies
seem real, but are strangely
artificial as in dreams and
the screen manipulates the
consciousness in time and
place by going from closeups to long shots, cutting
from one part of the world to
another and allowing flashbacks and flash forwards
This is otherwise possible
only in dreams he said.
"Within the film dream
analogy formula stories are
like the repeated dream in
which as we dream we know
what will follow." he said
"The star is a person we
somehow admire; otherwise
we wouldn't have paid to see
him or her We watch this
person
we admire
go
through a series of events
we can predict."
"Besides seeing movies as
dreams, critics generally
agree that American movies

create a natural mythology
with the stars functioning as
gods and goddesses." he
continued.
He said"...the nearly universal attraction to myth is
centered in the human need
to express
acknowledgement of and hope in recurring patterns of birth, fertility, death and rebirth. It is in
recreating
this
pattern
through type casting that
movie stars most essentially
obtain
their
mythic
apotheosis."
"If myth is fertility, rebirth and immortality, what
could possibly be
more
mythical than Clark Gable
making love to Jean l.'ar
lowe in "Red Dust" in 1932
and then Gable returning in
exactly
the
same
part
twenty-one years later in
"Mogambo." this time to
engage in fertility rites with
Ava Gardner?" asked Nachbar

which had a seating

capacity of 6.200, had opened March 11,
1927 showing one of S wanton's early films,
"The love of Sonya".

AIH'I.TS $1.00
The University's string
quartet will present the last
concert of the summer when
they perform Bartok's "Sec-

Sl.M — IDAS REQUIRED!

Sat & Sun. 4 & 7:20 Only

■~*~m^

^
.1

ornl Quartet, opus 17" tonight at 8:15 p.m in Recital
fall
The quartet is composed
of artists-in-residence and
faculty
members.
Paul
Makara. violin; Young Nam
Kim. violin; Bernard Linden, viola, and Peter Howard, cello
Fulfilling the dual role of
providing the campus and
community with chamber
music concerts and repre-

tf>

senting the University both
at home and abroad, the
University string quartet
has brought musical excitement to music lovers and
has drawn the highest critical acclaim throughout the
U.S., and from tours of England, the Continent, and Central America.
During the coming year,
the quartet will present all
of the Bartok string quartets
under a
University-sponsored research grant
The public is invited to
attend the free summer concert tonight.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tk.r^.i Aag.st 'ST.in
The tentively scheduled trip to Cain's Potato Chip Factory
has been cancelled
The University Karate Club will meet today and Tuesday.
August 29 from 7-9 p m in 315 University Hall All welcome
"The Bloomers" will be presented in Joe E Brown
Theatre tonight. Friday, and Saturday at 6 p m Admission II 40 for adults. 25< for student! with IDs. and 50c
for high schoolers
RIDES
Ride available lo Arixona
Share expenses Leave Aug
JO. contact Tom. 424^ E
Wooster
PERSONALS
Pendleton Really Co offert
apartments tor singles, married), or families Call 353
SS4I

*«».. i

FOR SALE OR RENT
KM Receiver and Amplifier
no caii
p.m )

su-osa

is-« so

3-week old stereo 8 -track
plaver recorder Call 6453794 alter 5 30 pm
'71 Plymouth Cricket, automatic. Bl-lfOb after 5

WO Saffron Triumph GT6
plus stereo Upe player-Zie
ban undercoattng. new
radial tires- new clutch,
mint condition- well serviced 2.484 Call 352 7361
Mobile home for sale by
owner 71 Liberty- 14 > 60
luiury decor, A-C with utility storage 4 fenced yard
3524IS2 for appt
Moving, must sell 1970 Park
Estate trailer. (0 x 12. with
two large pullouu. 3 bedrooms and many extras 3545455
For rent- 2 bath 4 bedroom
house for 4 or 6 students
either all male or all female
•60 mo ea avail Sept I
354«U3 after 8pm or 35373S1
Large 2 bdrm 4 student apt
170 per student
311 E
Merry Ph J52-7JS5

Single i- double rooms lor
male students Near campus Ph 342-7365
Fern
rmmte
needed
155 mo Uwn rm 15.' 4563
Avail (or fall- 2 bdrni apt
42211 E
Wooster across
from bus station 1175 per
person per qlr
Contact
Maidment Realty 344-3422
Need a roommate to fill up
an apartment this fair Call
Sue- 419-3S5-72J2 station 10
station, collect after August

a

Need 1 F to sublet 4-man
apt next vr Near campus
165 mo 152 6160
WANTEDFEMALE
ROOMMATE
TEACPER
OR CRAD STUDENT PRE
FERRED
WILL
CONSIDER
UNDERGRADU-

ATES CALL3S2-6SSS
Norlh Grove Townhouse
Apts
2 bdrm
lum
oij
unlurn Pets accepted Vuiel
area-open space [deal for
children
$140
unlurn
Model open 1-5 p m daily* or
by
appt
Call
353 3641
Pendleton Realtv Co
CAMPUS MANOR- S1S0 per
mo . behind Burger Chef for
the finest in campus living
Furnished complete FILL
security svstem PARKING
SI'OPS. CLASSROOMS, all
at your front door Ph 3529302.152-7365 or 342 4045
SINGLES
Desperate for
off-campus housing this lair
We can place you" $49 per
mo for a 9 mo lease Call
Andi at 342-7263 after 5 p m
till August 31 WE WANT
YOl'RBODV
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lon-metallics used

WBGU-TV film chosen

Students build projects
"I think it's a pretty good
deal - you not only get to
keep the useful project,
made from one half to one
third the usual cost, but you
also get four hours of credit
at the same time.'' said Jeff
Luftig. instructor of industrial education, when describing his course in nonmetallic materials processing
Among the many projects
being built in the course this
summer are a 14-foot sailboat, a wooden vase, a fully
upholstered sculpture chair,
a dining room set. and one
and two-man kayaks
The 113 introductory
course is made up of three
areas of woods, plastics, and
ceramics
The students
are given two labs in each
area and they can then concentrate on a specific production process and do whatever they want to. said Luftig
Luftig . who was previously a graduate assistant, has
been teaching the course for
one year
•TVE LET them learn
and work at their own rate
and I'm quite proud of the
work they're doing We have
a real dichotomy of projects
here It's hard to believe
that this is only an introductory course." said Luftig
"Contrary to traditional
views of making the same
bookends that are made in
high school courses, we try
to change with the times and
technology New materials
are coming out every day
ind we can no longer stick
'ly to the past
i're not only stressing
the use of materials in this
course. We're also trying to
mold the student's creativity
and design." said Luftig
"This isn't high school, this
is the big U . which means
more than just making bookends "
Luftig pointed out that the
cost of the course would
vary depending upon the
project chosen IV said the
cost usually runs from $10 to
$15. but can go as high as
$100 for a project such as the
sailboat.
The sailboat. 14 feet long
and six feet wide, has been
the biggest project of the 10week course, and is the work
of Bill Webb, senior i Ed i.
Kevin Seckel. unclassified
degree holder and Jim
Greene, senior I Ed i
"IT'S A

(boat with two parallel
hulls) type of boat." said
Luftig. "It's made of ternpored hard board, or masonite and covered with liber
glass"
"All together the construction should take about
100 hours," said Seckel
"After we finish this one we
plan on modeling two more
after it However we won't
be graded on those "
Webb said he hadn t had
any past boatbuilding experiences "I've sailed boats
before but that's about it."
he said
Dan Barnicle. junior
i Ed I. is constructing a lulls
unholstered sculpture chair
"I'm making this from a

material called Dulux which
is like masonite or pressboard After the material is
cut to the desired size it Is
saturated and pressed into
the desired shape When the
water dehydrates the material retains its strength." he
said
Comparing the course to
others that he's had Barnicle
said he felt it was "pretty
damn good Luftig has
really expanded our freedom
in the course and let us do
more of what we want to do.
"He's also helped to do
away with a lot of stereotypes." said Barnicle "You
don't dare call this a shop
anymore - it's now a laboratory "

Kevin Stckel unclassified dagnM holder
and Bill Webb, senior (Ed.) work on their
project for non-metallic materials processing.

Student opinions varied
i
I'm not that conservative, but McGovern has
too many radical ideas to
put through. Besides, at
least Nixon is organized "
That Democratic Convention got so screwed up.
especially with Shriver being the seventh choice." said
McGory
Ken Michalik. freshman
lA&Sl. said that tied been
giving the matter a great
deal of thought '' 1 voted for
McGovern in the primaries

and I'll probably vote for
him in the national election." he said "However.
I'm still undecided.
I'm particularly in favor
of pulling out of Vietnam because I'm of draft age I also
support McGovern s views
on employment I think the
country should also have a
switch every now and then,
so that one President doesn't
monopolize." said Michalik
Lou Smolik. unclassified
degree holder (Ed.I. said he
was supporting either Mc-

"I'm largely in favor of
his stand on Vietnam and his
proposed cut in the defense
budget However, I would
have some objections to his
unclear economic proposals." he said "As far as
his chances are concerned. 1
think he has more than a
slim chance, and I wouldn't
be surprised if he won the
election."

Govern or a write-in candidate 1 think my decision
involves a few principles
such as honesty
"It seems as though we're
getting farther away from
democracy and 1 think the
United Slates should be represented by a leader more
inclined to peace making instead of disguised aggression." said Smolik

BOOKS BIKE SHOP
SAIFS

SERVICE

TUESDAY IS STUDENT NITE - $1.00
NOW SHOWING
FIRST ARFA
I/O** ' AGEf
RUN
sTS-filS!
2 FIRST RUNS FOR BOWLING GREEN

Almost every professional
filmmaker aspiring to any
kind of greatness dreams of
the day when one of his creations wins an award at one
of the many annual film festivals.
One of the premiere
events for filmmakers is the
Atlanta International Film
Festival held annually in Atlanta. Georgia.
This year, over 1500 films
from 27 nations were submitted to the festival for
competition in six categories and it subcategories.
with the Festival Awards
Committee selecting only
the top three films in each
category for final awards
competitition.
The "blue ribbon panel"
of judges, who will select
the final winners is a "who's
who" of some of the most
important personalities in
contemporary cinematic
arts, including film critics
Hex Reed and l.iz Smith,
directors Peter Bogdanovich. Otto Preminger and
Frank Capra; and actors
(iene Kelly and Martin Landau.
WBGU-TV HAS been

selected for final competition in the Atlanta International Film Festival in the
category of Ethnic and Cultural Documentaries.
"Tinker", the film selected for final competition
was produced by W G Williams, WBGU-TVs director
of special projects.
The film was directed and
written by Larry Reid,
WGBU-TV's operations
manager. Reid was also re
sponsible for the sound track
and Williams for photography and editing Williams
assisted Reid in writing the
script.
"Tinker"' focuses on recollections of the past from the

»luippc

INSTRUMENTS
MUSICAL SUPPLIES
GUITAR LESSONS
(AIR CONDITIONED!

138 N. MAIN ST.

PH. 352-0170

.■■:::-:-:-:::::::-::::>x>^^

1

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL
REG. FIP
.88
1.49
HP Breck Basic Hair Spray 13 o/
Shampoo 6 07
.88
1.49
HP Q.T- Quick Tanning Lot.
1.59 1.07

Pearl Drops
353-8323

WHAT THE VIEWER
sees is the life of a blacksmith at it productive
zenith, before the big manufacturing concerns and
hardware companies pushed
the blacksmiths out of
business.
"Tinker" is no longer the
focal point of his community, and with a sense of
gentle pathos, he remembers how none of his 15 children wanted to learn the
trade of blacksmithing
Production of "Tinker"
began in September, 1971

little ftldr JH US1C

IP Coppertone Suntan Lot.

I 102 W P0E

point of view of an 81-year
old Cofhocton. Ohio, blacksmith. C A "Tinker" Dobson

4 07

15 07

lr Toni Tame Cr. Rinse

8oz.

at 9 p.m.

1.79

1.19

1.09

.65

1.25

.83

The Corner of N. MAIN and E. WOOSTER

Hannie Caulder-the first lady gunfighter

Alpenhorn Specials
Vi Spaghetti - Vi Lasagna
• w meat sauce, Italian Salad,
Bread & Butter
only

-Sandwiches
i Meatball

MONDAY•
STEAK NIGHT
RIR FYF STEAK.
RAKFD POTATO.
SALAD, ROLL
REG. $1.50

• Stacked Ham

• Stacked Corned Beef
' Italian Salami

•1

25

> Stacked Roast Beef on
a bun or Italian bread

Roquet UJolcfi
Robert (utp . Eme/t Bo*gninc
"Hojtoiefeuldor

CATAMARAN

zL isanello s

only

IMtfB

downtown
BG
AtankMii H—m 11 Mil MM. Sat.
DiMfRaMill ii 10 MM Sal
Cloud San Una Sunmai

$1 35 Duly UKMM SMCHIII u 2 30

R -- In Color
PIUS—at 10:50 p.m.
A new cult from the Caribbean.
They bring back the dead in a way
too frightening to believe.

FAST FREE
DELIVERY

August Lingerie Specials
Save On These Selected Styles

352-5166
or
352-5169

THURSDAY•
2forl

TUESDAY FISH & CHIPS
ALL YOU CAN EAT.
FNGUSH STYIF
RATTFR DIPPED
FISH AND FRFNCH
FRIFS WITH COLE
SI AW

99 C

LUMS
STADIUM PLAZA

REMEMBER NEVER A
COVER CHARGE

GENESEEANDBUDWEISER
ON TAP

VARSITY SQUARE
Students - Need a quiet place

5 p.m. -1 a.m. Daily
4:30-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

to study?
Paramount PKIUTOI fYafeii An HC ProOucMm

The Possession of Joel Deianey
-3S- R

With Shirley Maclaine

In Coloi

Crepelon Contour Bra
Assl Colors

A. B. C Cups

Reg. 5.00-NOW

$3.99

945 South Mam Street
Bowling Green Oho

Fur.
165./mo.
180./mo.

Unf.
155./mo.
170./mo.

Two Bedroom (4 man)
12 month lease
9 month lease

175./mo.
190./mo.

165./mo.
180./mo.

You may qualify for our "Lease Performance Rate". A merit program of rent credit
up to $10. per month. - Call and ask us for
details.

FRI. & SAT.

CONNIE DEWYER
Backless Halter Bra
While Only B. C. 0 Cups

Reg. 8.00-NOW
■■• ■.- Of ii

LUNCH. WITH A KEY
CLJB ATMOSPHERE
COMING SOON

Two Bedroom (3 man)
12 month lease
9 month lease

The Powder Puff

$5.99

Managed by

Atkin Realty Company
353-7484

»A/IKe *0 Now., Thunrfoy, Aufu.l 34, 1*72

Bowling Green

'A good opponent'-DeMoss

James
R.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The
foiiowiaf It the H—I of a

two-part preview of the
Bewlk*| Greea-Pardae foothall gaaae Seat. II at RottAae Stadtam la Lafayette,
lad. This article covert the
Bowlktg Greea offeate aad
IbeParaaedefeate.)

Miller
Well, here it is. the final issue and my last column. I've had a
lot of fun and had the pleasure of meeting several interesting
and exciting people in the world of sports this past summer
There have been times when my editor hasn't always agreed
with me. but I have been allowed to write about anything I
wanted.
The summer edition of the sports is completely different than
that of the regular school year. A busy schedule of the University's teams dominate the scene in the fall, winter and spring
DURING THE summer months not much happens locally, so
I went out in search of national news.
Always I attempted to lie in Bowling Green and create an interest for the reader
It should be an interesting fall, watching the trials and tribulations of those whom I talked with this past summer
Certainly foremost among Bowling Green fans is Dave Wottle. Wottle has recovered rapidly from tendonitis of the knee
and now it appears he will compete in both the 800 and 1.500
meters in the Olympics
RUSSIA'S ZEVGENLV Anhanov, who hasn't lost an 800
meters race in two years, poses as Wottle.s chief threat.
Wottle was quoted as saying "I don't key my race to anybody. I
just hope the pace ii fast."
Another BG graduate Joe Green is heading down the homestretch of one more pro football training camp Green should
once again see a lot of action this season with the New York
Giants. IV has looked good in the pre-season games I have
watched
For those of you wishing to keep in touch with the arrogant
sportscaster Howard Cosell. you won't have too much trouble
finding him on the TV screen. He will be doing the Monday
night pro football games with partners Don Meridith and Frank
Gif ford, as well as covering the Olympic boxing competition.
Pro golfer Chuck Thorpe continues to swing a hot club. He
has now won over $30,000 on the tour, which is not bad at all for
a rookie. If 1 may be so bold as to make a prediction, next season will see Thorpe among the big, big winners of the circuit.
or COURSE the light of my life is shining brighter and
brighter. The Cleveland Indians, owned by Nick Mileti. have
moved to within SV, games of first place in the American'
League East.
The Tribe has now won 20 out of 30 since the All-star break.
Asa matter of fact, yesterday the American League gave eight
teams the go-ahead to print up tickets for the play-offs—the Indians included!!! So you see it is not over yet and true Cleveland fans never give up.
ABC-TV deserves a pat on the back for its extensive Olympic
programming. Starting next week only the daily news and the
Dick Cavett show will interrupt its prime time coverage of the
games.
In my opinion, for raw emotion and human drama, nothing
tops the Olympics The 1968 games produced many exciting
moments.
Bob Beamon's breaking of the existing long jump record by
more than TWO FEET was the greatest sports feat I have ever
witnessed
I just hope Munich has such treats in store
So good-bye for the summer and see you Sept. 16 when the
Falcon footballers start the "year of the challenge" with their
invasion of Big Ten power Purdue

ByJackO'Breia
Astlttaat Sports Editor
"We have to go into the
game with the right mental
attitude." said Bob DeMoss.
Purdue's head football
coach, referring to his
team's opening game
against Bowling Green
"We are playing a good
opponent," said DeMoss in a
long distance telehone interview. "We are very much
impressed with Bowling
Green's offense and defense "
The spearhead of the Falcon offense, which returns
nine of 11 starters from last
season, is junior tailback
Paul Miles
A 1972 ail-American candi-

PoulNMo*

sports

date, Miles ranked 10th In
the nation in rushing last
year with 1185 yards for an
average of 118.5 yard pergame. He was selected as an
honorable mention allAmerican by the Associated
Press and also named to the
"Football News" sophomore ail-American team
for his overall performance
In addition. Miles was a
unanimous Mid-American
Conference first-team selection.
"PAUL MILES impresses
us very much," said
DeMoss. "He's a great football player."
"We definitely can't expect much more out of
him." said BG head coach
"Dandy" Don Nehlen He
will be a little better football
player because he has one
year of experience In fact,
one year's experience will
make the whole team better."
Nehlen said the offensive
unit as a whole is pretty
solid. He believes junior
quarterbacks Reid Lamport
and Joe Babies will play
well this season
"They (Lamport and
Babies) have been to war
before." said Nehlen. "1
expect them to do better
Nehlen said the key to the
offense is that the Falcons
must have a center and a
fullback come through to
take Dennis Maupm s and
Jerry Field's spots Senior
Jon Brandyberry is the
prime candidate to fill Maupln's center position Leading candidates for the starting fullback job are juniors
Jamie Henneberry
Phil
Polak and Don Dillingham.
"We do not have (offensive) depth," said Nehlen
"If we get an injury or two
we could be in big trouble "
"IK WE can hold mistakes
to a minimum all year we
will have a good football
team." said coach Nehlen.
Other notable Falcon
offensive starters include
split end Rick Newman,
strong guard Fred Strut,
strong tackle John Czerwinski and wingback Tony Bell.
Newman was the Falcons'
leading receiver last season
with 25 latches for 443
yards. In addition he ranked

NCAA reprimands
Eastern Michigan
ByJackO'Breia
Assistant Sports Editor
Once again a member of
the Mid-American Conference (MACl has been disciplined by the National Collegiate Athletic Association
INCAA I
Eastern Michigan was
among three universities
reprimanded, censured and
placed on probation for one
year by the Nl'AA Friday
for various rule violations
The University of Kansas
and Duke University were
the other two schools
One ol the newest members of the MAC. Eastern
Michigan was censured lor
allegedly violating rules
governing financial aid to
student athletes, ethical
conduct which involved a
basketball player hitting a
Roanoke College player in a
game last season and eligibility involving five student
athletes under the 1 6 academic rule
Eastern Michigan teams
in basketball, baseball,
track and wrestling were declared ineligible for postseason competition during
the probation period.
In a prepared statement
MAC commissioner Frank
Jacoby said his office
worked closely with the
NCAA council on the Eastern Michigan case and is
satisfied that the University
made forthright and full disclosures
"THE INSTITUTION answered the allocations and
took Its own disciplinary
action against the individuals involved," said
Jacoby. "I consider the
Eastern Michigan action
meaningful and significant.

2389

This is Eastern Michigan's first year in league
competition in all sports except football and basketball
The NCAA's actions will
forbid Eastern Michigan

Groups sponsor
Purdue bus trip
The Falcon Club and
Bowling Green athletic department are sponsoring a
number of chartered airconditioned buses for the
BG-Purdue game Sept 16 in
Lafayette. Ind
The package includes
round trip bus transportation, a box lunch en route to
the game and a post-game
dinner at the Holiday Inn in
Kokomo. Ind
Cost of the trip is $16 and
does not include the price of
a game ticket
Deadline for bus reservations is Sept 6

from representing the MAC
in the NCAA baseball tournament if the Hurons win
the league title
It also prevents individual
members of Eastern Michigan's wrestling and track
teams from entering the
NCAA tournament in their
respective sports
This marks the second
time within three years that
a MAC member has been
dealt reprimands bv the
NCAA.
Marshall University was
suspended for a period ol
one year from the MAC by
the NCAA (or violating conference recruiting policies
Oct 24.1969
Marshall had been placed
on indefinite suspension
from the MAC by the league
itself July 23. 1969 The Herd
has requested reinstatement
twice since its suspension
but has been turned down
each time

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Fall Course Family
Diaaer
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Opea Taet. thru Sat
7:J»-$

Saadays 7:31 - 7:W
412 EAST WOOSTKR
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

John Cxorwintki

Jk *%
Tony tWII

third in the MAC in pass receiving
Sturt, a 6-4. 245-pound senior, could be one of the best
lineman in the MAC this fall
He came back after a knee
operation to earn second
team MAC honors last season.
Czerwinski, a 6-5, 240pound senior earned MAC
first-team honors last fall.
He could be a candidate for
national honors and pro football
Bell, a junior ail-American candidate, ranked third
in the MAC in kickoff returns last season with a 26.5
yard average. He also gained 197 yards rushing for an
average of 9.9 yard-percarry and caught six passes
for 127 yards.
"OFFENSIVELY we are
good football team," said
Falcon coach Nehlen
The BG head coach said
Purdue has a big strong defense and hence the key to
the Falcons' offensive success against it is not to let
the Boilermakers gang up on
them
"We must use a balanced
attack.■ said Nehlen "We
can't beat them (Purdue)
with the run or pass alone
Defensively, Purdue returns nine starters from last
season. However. Gary Hirvank. all-Big Ten Conference defensive end last year,
has been shifted to the offensive tight end position for
1972
One of Purdue's weak
points last fall was its detense which allowed the
opponents a total of 3654
yards in 10 games, an average of 365.4 yards-per-game
Defense against the running attack was one of the
Boilermakers' main problems Purdue allowed an
average of 209.4 yards rushing per contest.
Bowling Green averaged
234.3 yards rushing per
game in 1971.
"DEFENSIVELY we're
going to try not to let people
out of the hole when we get
them into it." said Purdue
coach DeMoss, pointing out
that this was one of the
team's defensive weak
points last season - letting
teams make the long
yardage play.
"I don't think we can be
one of the best defensive

teams in the country (this
season), said DeMoss.
"However, we are capable
of being an excellent defense We have experience
back"
The Boilermakers use a
fundamental 5-2 defense
with various types of coverage in the secondary.
"There's not a lot of new
gimmicks and tricks to defensive football." said DeMoss "It's just executing
the plain fundamentals."
Leading the Purdue defensive attack will be middleguard Greg Bingham and
tackle Dave Butz.
Bingham, a 6-2, 223-pound
senior, was named to the allBig Ten first team last season. He was honored as the
United Press International
midwest lineman of the
week for his 17 tackles in the
Boilermakers' 20-17 loss to
Michigan
Butz. a 6-7. 279-pound senior, was a second team allconference selection in 1971.
He dumped opposing quarterbacks 13 times for 62
yards in losses last season
Butz is a pre-season ailAmerican pick of "Playboy"
magazine
Bo Schembechler. Michigan's head football coach,
has been quoted as saying
Butz is the best tackle he has
ever seen since he has been
at Michigan.

OTHER PURDUE defensive standouts include right
end Steve Baumgartner and
line-backer
Rick
Schavietello
Baumgartner. a 6-7 247pound senior, led the Boilermaker defense in quarterback sacking yardage last
fall with 94 yards
Schavietello was Purdue's
leading tackier last season
with 148. including 83 solo
tackles He was named UPI
midwest lineman of the
week for his 21 stops in Purdue's 8-7 loss to Notre
Dame
"I'm looking for a good
football game' said Boilermaker coach DeMoss
"Opening games are always
a mystery to a lot of people
You never know what's go-

ing to happen."
"A loss to Purdue
shouldn't affect us the rest
of the season." said Falcon
coach Nehlen. "We're
shootin' for the Mid-American championship "
"WE HAVE everything to
gain and nothing to lose,"
said Nehlen "The players
will go at them i Purdue I
with everything they've got
That I'm sure of "
Nehlen said BG plays the
toughest teams i Purdue and
Miami i on the road which
makes double trouble However, he thinks the Falcons
can handle it.
' Purdue has more football
players than us, but they can
only play 11 at a time." said
Nehlen That's the biggest
thing in our favor "
The fifth year BG head
coach said Purdue will have
better substitutes at the end
of the game He hopes to offset the Falcons lack of depth
by having a superbly conditioned football team in the
late stages of the game
"It's a real challenge for
our kids." said Nehlen
"Purdue could be one of
the outstanding teams in
America if they get the right
breaks and things fall into
place." concluded Nehlen

Dove Butz

Student Plav Welcome!

BGSU GOLF COURSE

%r"

IJL

East Poe Road at 1-75
Phone 372-2674 For Tee Times

GREENS FEES
Weekdays

9 Holes

18 Holes

Faculty* Stall
Students
Public

$175
1 50
2 75

$2.25
2 00
3 25

Weekends
Faculty «. Staff
Students
Public

$2 25
1 75
3 25

$2 75
2 25
3 "5

DRIVING RANGE
NOW OPEN!
Weekdays
5:30 p.m - 9 p.m.

Sot. t Sun.
2 p.m.-9 p.m.

DON'T MISS THE BIG ONE!

Falcons vs. Purdue

NEW FALL RATES
Buckeye House
649 Sixth St.

Birchwood Place
650 Sixth St.

Mount Vernon
802 Sixth St.
An Conditioning. Heating
Indooi Pool & Recreation

CALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Phone 352-9378, 352-7324
8 5.7-11 P.M. DAILY

PURDUE'S ROSS-ADE STADIUM - CAPACITY: 69,200
Site Of The Falco- s vs. Boilermakers Clash
Sept. 16, lb 12 1:30 P.M. CDT
Rp on hand in Lafayette. Ind when BGSU's Fighting Falcons face Purdue's Boiler
makers Order tickets NOW while good seats are still available1 iLlse the handy
coupon below I
All SEATS FOR THIS GAME ARF RESERVED. PRICED AT $6.00 EACH (No
general admission or student tickets available i Organize your group NOW and |Oin
BG s largest football migration ever1
NOTF BGSU students should purchase their home game tickets beginning Sept.
?7 in Memorial Hall Reserved seats for home games may be ordered below For
liuther information phone the Stadium Ticket Office 1372 24011.

$55 per person starting
Oct. 1
NO carpet cleaning fee!
SEPT. RENT IS FREE

Inquire at 4 D's Club

I

1972 FOOTBALL TICKET APPLICATION

New Fall Rates
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